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ABSTRACT

An intense electron beam is extracted without space

charge limit from a dc plasma source along a magnetic field.

The beam space charge is neutralized stably through back

streaming of self-ionized ions from the beam extracting

anode region where a neutral gas is fed locally. In

Appnedix I, a space charge free electron gun is designed

under this neutralization method. In Appendix II, a

dynamic discharge through a series resistance is described,

where an operative mechanism of the well-known TP-D plasma

is clarified.



1. INTRODUCTION

In order to extract an intense electron beam from a

plasma source, a space charge limit due to an electron

sheath must be canceled between the extracting anode and

the plasma source. One neutralizing method is due to ions

ionized by the extracting electron beam itself while a

neutral gas is fed into the extracting space. However, in

this method, the extracting electron beam becomes unstable

near the critical neutralization (the beam density n. ŝ  the

ionized ion density n.) as reported already by Nezlin.

According to that experiment, the extracting electron beam

r.hrough the (cold ion) plasma has an upper limit to the

current density, beyond which the extracting beam becomes

2

unstable with respect to formation of a virtual cathode.

The limiting stable beam current density j is given by, in

relation with the plasma thermal electron current density

That is, the stable density condition is expressed by

nevthwhere j c = e n ^ and Jth - — j — , and nfa, vb, Vfa or n,, vfch,

V are the electron beam density, velocity, energy or the

plasma thermal electron density, velocity, energy. Then,

the cold ion density n. is equal to (n + n. ). For example

Vfa = 300 eV and Vg = 3 eVr we obtain nb/ne ts. i^A^ <" 1/60
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as a stable condition. Thus, the stable electron beam

like plasma (n, « n.) is not produced by this neutralization

method.

Usually, this beam unstable state transfers into a

secondery discharge through some instabilities.

In this paper, a stable production of the critically

neutralized electron beam (n, •^s. n.) will be investigated as

a development from a space charge neutralization of electron

sheath due to an ion back stream. The neutralizing mechanism

may be similar to a "cathode fall" in a dc discharge where

the Langmuir relation j./j * V m
e /

m i ^s satisfied (j., j ;

ion or electron current density and m., m ; ion or electron

mass) . That is, their ions are beain-like.

2. SPACE CHARGE NEUTRALIZATION OF ELECTRON SHEATH

When a positive potential is applied for a diffusional

plasma slab along a uniform and strong magnetic field B

through a metal plate as shown in Fig.l(A), an electron

sheath is produced in front of the metal plate. The

potential distribution along the plasma slab will be

produced as shown in Pig.l(B), if the initial velocity of

the diffusional electron is neglected. Then, for neutraliza-

tion of the electron sheath, we can consider two stable

methods: The one method is due to a ee cr.dary discharge

through a neutral gas introduction. The discharge

characteristic potential distribution along B will be shown

by a broken line in Fig.l(B), if the initial velocity of

the source plasma electron is neglected. This neutraliza-
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tion does not mean n, «s n. , but n. .,£ n.) .

The other method is due to ion back streams through a

metal mesh plate and a differential neutral gas introduction

outside of the mesh plate as shown in Fig.2(A). Because

electron beams are produced in the electron sheath, which

can ionize the neutral gas through the mesh. Obviously,

a differential pumping for the neutral gas and the electron

sheath dimension for the mesh hole.'.' must be considered.

Then, if sufficient ions stream backwards along B under the

ion accelerating electric field in the electron sheath, the

electron sheath like potential distribution along B will

be varied as shown in Fig.2(B) through a continuous neutraliza-

tion due to ion streams. That is, this state may produce a

constant electric field between the extracting mesh plate

and the plasma source, which means a "space charge-free"

state. We call this mode "electron beam mode" against

"electron sheath mode" (precisely, diffusion plus sheath

mode) and "discharge mode" (precisely, secondary discharge

mode) in Fig.l(B).

In this electron beam mode, it should be noted that the

electron beam may be extracted directly from the plasma

source. Therefore, an intense current electron beam may

be produced even if the initial diffusional plasma is thin.

That is, in the electron bean mode, the electron current is

limited by only a kind of temperature limit n.v. « n v .
j} o e tn

(where n. , v, and n , v , are a density, velocity in the

extracted electron beam and an electron density, thermal

velocity in the plasma source), while, in the electron

sheath mode, it is limited by the initial diffusion flux in
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relation with the sheath thickness and the applied voltage.

If these principles are considered along a sufficiently

strong magnetic field and one hole of the metal plate as

shown in Fig.3, the electron beam in the beam mode will

concentrate within the hole area. On the other hand, in

the electron sheath mode, the electron current will flow over

all the metal platd area. Furthermore, in the electron

beam mode, as 2JY\ ion beam is injected backwards, high tem-

perature ions may be produced through some collisions, and

the ionization rate may be higher since a neutral gas is

not ionized directly there.

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig.4. First,

it should be noted that a direct damage of a hot cathode due

to a secondary (high energy) ion back stream is avoided by

expanding the anode space of the plasma source produced from

a low voltage dc discharge. Then, the plasma source is

stably operated as a secondary cathode for the extracting

electron beam. Second, the electron beam extracting anode

space is variable, where a neutral gas is fed locally.

Third, a neutral gas pressure in each region is considered

in relation with each electron-neutral mean free path.

In the plasma source, the mean free path A. must be shorter

P, >..) than a distance £, of the anode space along B

in order to increase the ionization rate and to avoid the

secondary ion back stream. In the beam extracting region,

the mean free path X_ must be much longer (X_ >> £~,) than
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the extracting length £_ along B. However, in the extracting

anode space, the mean free path A- must be determined experi-

mentally to unilize a critical ionization. We find the

mean free path L S J i, (a distance of the extracting anode

space along B).

In the plasma source, a dc discharge is fired, in a

helium gas, between an oxide cathode (30 mm<|)) and a couple

of earthed anode with an aperture of 12 mm<f> (A,) or 8 mm<Ji

(A_). The two anodes are placed 16 cm away along a uniform

magnetic field B = 2 kG.

In order to extract an electron beam from the plasma

source, two extracting anodes are placed. The one extracting

anode E. is set 40 cm away from the one plasma source anode

A_, which has an aperture of 1#5 cm<}> and a length of 2.5 cm.

The other extracting anode E- is movable up to 16 cm along

B. The helium gas (He) is fed between these two extracting

anodes independently of the plasma source. These two ex-

tracting electrodes are connected to a positive dc power

supply (V_). The apparatus chamber consists of glass tubes

of 10 cm in diameter. The plasma source discharge current

is varied from I, - 3.0 A to 9.0 A at the nearly constant

discharge voltage V, s: 35^^40 V. Then,, the extracting

voltage V_ is varied up to 400 V. The initial diffusional

electron current I__ to the extracting anodes at the extract-

ing voltage V_ = 0, must be negligibly small Compared with
XJ

the extracted electron beam current I_ in order to be "beam-

like". Thus, the helium gas pressure: P, at the plasma source

(the cathode region and A.|A? region) is limited below 1.4
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_2
x 10 itunHg while the direct discharge between the hot

cathode and the extracting anodes, is avoided also. On the

other hand, to produce a high density plasma source, the

helium gas pressure must be higher. Thus, the neutral gas

pressure P, at the plasma source,ranges from 3.5 x 10

-2 -3

mmHg to 10 mmHg, which is kept at P = 7.0 * 10 mmHg

usually. (A pressure between A, and A_ anodes is nearly

equal to the cathode region pressure at this pressure range.

Therefore, we denote P. as a plasma source pressure).

Obviously, the electron-neutral mean free path X, is shorter

than a distance of the source anode space I, - 16 cm. That

is. A, < «,, at the plasma source.
In the beam extracting space (A2

Ei = ^2 = 4(^ Clt^ ' t*ie

-4
neutral gas pressure is kept usually below 7.0 * 10 mmHg

to avoid a secondary discharge, which is limited by the

vacuum pump speeds in relation with the differential gas

feeds in the plasma source and the extracting anode space.

That is, \2 >> &_, if the extracted electron beam energy is

large sufficiently, where A_ is the electron-neutral mean

free path. However, to compare with a neutralization state

due to direct gas ionizations, the neutral gas is introduced

-4above 7.0 * 10 mmHg into the beam extracting space (from

a gas port (Cl) as shown in Fig.4). A neutral gas

pressure at the extracting anode space (E1EO, = £_ < 16 cm)

is determined experimentally, where the electron-neutral

mean free path X may be comparable with 1-. That is.

~ 3"

Under these pressure conditions, a positive voltage
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V_ is applied to the beam extracting anodes E, and En for

the earthed plasma source anodes A. and A_.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

First, the neutral gas is directly introduced into the

beam extracting space between E, and A- at the collector

(E,) posistion 1 (Cl) without the extracting anode space as

shown in Fig.4, while a positive voltage is applied to the

extracting anodes at V = 300 V. Dependences of the total

electron current I and the collector current I on the
hi C

E A_ region pressure P are shown in Pig.5(A). Then, an

unstable electron current fluctuation appears in some

narrow pressure region, whose period is about a few milli-

1

seconds as demonstrated by Nezlin's experiment. This un-

stable current state transfers into a secondary discharge

abruptly. That is, a stable current peak does not appear

in this case.

Next, the neutral gas is fed between E, and E at the

collector position 2 (C2) (the beam extracting anode space

is very wide and long along B). Under V_ = 300 V,

dependences of the total current and the collector current
on the E,E. region pressure P., are shown in Fig. 5 (3), while

the extracting space E,A2 region pressure is kept constant

almost. Obviously, each electron current increases

abruptly with the pressure P~ up to a peak value. It

should be remarkable that the peak current is very stable

compared with a case of the collector position 1.. Moreover,

a difference of electron current behavior between the two
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cases of the collector position should be noted for the

(central) collector current I : The electron current peak

at the collector position 2 concentrates in the central

hole region at about 90 %, while the corresponding electror.

collector current at the collector position 1 is below 40

%. We can consider that the peak electron current at the

collector position 2 is extracted from the plasm? source.

Because the initial diffusion current at the extracting

voltage V_ = 0 is negligibly small compared with the peak

current, and the pressure P- in the extracting space is not

varied almost effectively. Also, an electron current conserva-

tion is observed as Id = I£ + Ig where Id, I £ and I are the

total discharge current, the extracted total electron current

and an electron current to the plasma source anodes A,, A,.

The peak currents under the variable pressure P., are

independent of the extracting voltage V_ for V_, > 40 V

(above the discharge voltage or the helium ionization

voltage) as shown in Fig.6, which depends on the discharge

current I, and the neutral gas pressure P, at the plasma

source. These facts mean that the peak currents under the

variable pressure P_ are limited by the source electron

flux n v. .AS (a kind of temperature limit), where n , v .e izn e tn

and AS are an electron density, thermal velocity and the

source anode hole (in A~) area. On the other hand, the

stable electron current at the collector position 1 will

be limited by the diffusional current as compared also in

Fig.6. The peak or maximum electron current I C M to the

collector at the collector position 2 (C2) increases
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quickly with the source discharge current I, as shown in

Fig. 7, while the diffusional limited current I_,c at the

collector position 1 (Cl) increases slowly. A ratio d C M/

I,) between the maximum collector current at (C2) and the

source discharge current depends on onj.y the source pressure

P, and varies from 10 % to 30 % for 3.5 x 10~ < T?1 < 10~

mmHg. Usually, the ratio I_M/I, is about 15 % at a standard

pressure P, = 7.0 x 10 mmHg. Similarly, the diffusiona].

limited current I at (Cl) increases with P,.

When the collector E~ is moved and a distance I along

B of the extracting anode rpace is varied at V = 400 V,

the maximum collector current I_M varies with a neutral gas

pressure which gives the maximum collector current.

Dependence of I_M on I are shown in Fig.8 with the pressure

P,. Obviously, the maximum collector current decreases

and becomes unstable when the distance I decreases. It

should be emphasized that the distance H along B is

essential for a stability of the maximum electron beam

current even if the pressure (P,) is corrected highly.

5. DISCUSSION

The mode transition for an electron sheath mode, beam

mode and a secondary discharge mode as described in section

2, is investigated, while the movable corrector E« is fixed

at the collector position 2 (with the wide anode space) and

the pressure P~ is varied through P, (gas port C2). A

total electron current I_ for V,, = 300 V or 0 to the

extracting anodes is shown in Fig.9, while the neutral gas
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pressure P_ in the beam extracting space A2E. is monitored.

For the various P~, three typical radial distributions of

the plasma wall potential at the medi.in plane between E,

and A_ are shown in Fig.10. Obviously, these distributions

correspond to tha electron sheath mode, electron beam mode

and secondary discharge mode as described above. The

current concentrations to the central region are shown in

Fig.11 by a ratio between the collector current I_ and the

total current I_. The radial ion saturation current

distributions corresponding to their three modes are shown

in Fig.12. In the sheath mode, the radial ion relative

density distribution is broad. Next, the corresponding

Langmuir probe characteristics are shown in Fig.13 near the

glass chamber wall. Then, in the beam mode, the plasma

near the wall is very ion-rich. This ion rich effect in

the beam mode is related also with the plasma wall potential

as shown in Fig.10 near the chamber wall. The maximum plasma

wall potentials VM normalized by the beam extracting voltage

VE is shown in Fig.14 for V . It should be noted that the

maximum wall potential is up to twice of Vn. These high

positive potential may be due to the ion beams inversely

accelerated under the electric field extracting the electron

beam. Meanwhile, an ion heating may occur through some

collisions. In fact, the Langmuir probe characteristic of

the beam mode as shown in Fig. 13 denotes a preser.ee of high

temperature ion (̂  100 eV).

In this beam mode, the electron density n, is estimated

from the extracted beam current density and an averaged
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energy which may be expressed by V = /V -V,, where V, is

the discharge voltage corresponding to the initial energy

That is,

nt ~ I,

where I , v and S are the collector electron current, the

mean electron velocity (= 5.9 x 10V V cm/sec) and the beam

cross-section (the hole area in A~ anode). For Vr = 300 V,

V , a 35 V and I ss 1.0 A, we obtain n, % 3 x 10 /cc from
O C JD

2
S x 0.5 cm . On the other hand, the corresponding ion

density n. may be estimated from Bohm formula"1" using an

ion saturation current as shown in Fig.12 and an electron

temperature (about 8 0 eV near the central beam column).

We obtain n.« 5 x io /cc for the collector current I =

1.0 A at V = 300 V. Then, we find that n, % n. is satisfied

nearly.

In the plasma source, the electron density n and the

electron temperature V of the central plasma column is

about n « 4 x 10 /cc and V « 3 eV when I, ~ 5.0 A and

P-.S; 7.0 x 10 mmHg djt the beam mode. Thus, we find

a kind of temperature limit n v, ĵ . n v . is roughly

satisfied, where v.. is a thermal electron velocity in the

plasma source. THe current limit extracted from the plasma
2

source may be estimated from a ratio (d./d..) •£& 0.16
J\ is.

between the discharge anode hole area IT (d /2) and the

oxide cathode surface area TT (d /2) where d = 12<|> and
Jt\ A

dK = 30*. That is, IE/Id ss
 I
c/

I
d =*•

 (dA/dK)2=::: °-16 ^ the

beam mode. In this estimation, it is assumed that the
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oxide cathode electron emission is uniform all over the

diameter (30 <j>) . When the oxide coat in the central area

of the cathode is removed and retained only outside of the

cathode surface, we find experimentally that (I /I,) de-

creases abruptly. That is, the electron emission from the

central region of the cathode is very important to extract

the intense electron beam.

The normalized ion density fluctuation 6n/n is investi-

gated in Fig.15. Then, we find that the plasma in the

extracting space is most quiescent in the beam mode. This

phenomena may be explained from a canceling effect of elec-

tron space charge oscillations due to back streaming ions.

This fact may be related with a quiescent plasma (ion)

heating method, while the ordinary cross-field heating or

wave heating is very noisy.

Furthermore, it should bo pointed out that a highly

ionized plasma may be produced because a neutral gas does

not introduce directly for the ionizations.

This neutralized beam described here, may be compared

with an ordinary hollow anode discharge. However, that

hollow anode discharge voltage is kept almost near the

cathode, where the plasma is a "positive column" due to a

beam discharge in a neutral gas. Moreover, that discharge

voltage is low and "uncontrolable". On the other hand,

in our case, the beam plasma is not a positive column due

to a discharge, but a developed or technical "cathode fall"

whose voltage is "controllable". The essential differences

between the ordinary hollow anode discharge and our case

may lie in the distance of the extracting anode space along
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B under the differential pumping, and in the independent

plasma source.

Besides, this paper beam mode must be distinguished

from the case that a positive potential from the end target

is applied" to a dc plasma coining along B (for example,

PIG plasma). That potential application from the end

produces an electron sheath (mode) with an initial velocity

effect or a secondary discbarge.

6. CONCLUSION

A space charge free stable electron beam is extracted

directly from a dc discharge plasma source along a strong

magnetic field, while ions stream backwards through a

local neutral gas feed into the beam extracting anode space.
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(B) Dependences of total extracted current I and

collector current I ojl. E,E_ region pressure P,.

Collector position C2. V = 300 V. Id = 5.5 A.

Fig.6. Dependences of maximum collector current J „ at

(C2) and saturated collector current Inc at (C1)

on v_. (Cl): collector position 1. (C2): collector

position 2. V : extracting voltage. I, = 5.5 A.

P, = 7.0 x 10 mmHg (source pressure).

Fig.7. Dependence of Ic and I on discharge current I,.

I_j.: maximum collector current at collector position

2. I : saturated collector current at collector
Co

position 1. VE --- 300 V. ?1 = 7.0 x 10~
3 mmHg.

Fig.8. Dependence of maximum collector current I C M on

distance I along B of extracting anode space.

P3j.: pressure corresponding to maximum collector

current. VE = 400 V. P]L ss 6.0 x 10~
3 mmHg. Id =

9.0 A.
Fig.9. Variation of total current I at (C2) for E A2

region pressure P_ while gas is fed from E T E T

region. C2: collector position 2. V^ = 300 V or

0 V. P1 = 10~
2 iranHg. I a: 5.0 A.

Fig.10. Radial distributions of plasma wall potential V_.

for three typical modes (corresponding to Fig.9).

At median plane between E, and A . (I): Sheath

mode P_ ss 5.2 x io~ mmHg. (II): Beam mode P?5s

-4
9.5 x 10 mmHg. (Ill): Discharge mode P? = 1.4 *

10 mmHg. V = 300 V. I, = 5.0 A. P, = 10~2

nvmHg. r: radius.
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Fig.11. Current concentration to the central region

(cctresponding to Fig.9). (I /I ): a ratio between

collector current (at C2) and total current. V_

= 300 V. Id = 5.0 A. Pj^ = 10~2 nunHg.

Fig.12. Normalized radial ion density distributions corre-

sponding to three modes. By probe with

bias voltage -300 V. (I): Sheath mode. (II):

_2
Beam mode. (Ill): Discharge mode. P, = 10

mmHg. V_ = 300 V. I, = 5.0 A. (i/i ): normalized
£j Q O

ion density.

Fig.13. Three typical Langmuir probe characteristics near

chamber wall (r ss 4.0 cm). (I): Sheath mode.

(II): Beam mode. (Ill): Discharge mode. V :

probe voltage. I : electron current. I.: ion

current. P, = 10" mmHg. V_ = 300 V. I, = 5.0 A.
JL hi ci

Fig.14. Normalized maximum plasma wall potential (V /V )
_ 2

near chamber wall. P, = 10 mmHg. I = 5.0 A.

(I) : Shea th mode. ( I I ) : Becim mode. V : maximum

plasma wall potential. V̂ ,: extracting voltage.

Fig.15. Variation of normalized ion density fluctuation

(6n/n) for pressure P2 (corresponding to Fig.9).

VE = 300 V. Id = 5.0 A. -^ = 10~2 mmHg.

Fig.16. Electron beam extraction to high vacuum side

(Appendix I). E3: third extracting electrode.

I, : electron beam current. (see Fig.4).

Fig.17. "Dynamic" discharge through a series resistance

(Appendix II). R: variable resistance. V :

voltage of power supply. (see Figs.4 and 16).
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APPENDIX I

Space Charge Free Electron Gun

As a development of this paper, a "space charge free

electron gun" is designed as shown in Fig.16. A vacuum

pump is added to the experimental apparatus in Fig.4. Thus,

under the beam mode operation as described in this paper,

an electron beam is extracted in a high vacuum side (low

pressure).

Then, a collision effect with ions is negligible

usually. Because the electron-ion mean free path A . in

the •E2E2 r e9i° n ^s sufficiently long compared with the

apparatus dimensions. That is, even if the electron beam

energy V, ~ 10 eV and the density n, «: 10 /cc, we obtain

X . ss 3.0 x 105 cm (from A . :̂  3.5 * 10 1 2 v}/n,).

On the other hand, another collision effect with

neutral particles will be neglected also. Because, even if

the electron-neutral mean free path A in the E,E_ region
en 1 2

is above 21, the neutralization mechanism is operated as

found in this paper, where I is a distance along B of the
E,E_ region. From another stand point, the beam mode is

operated by a critical ionization in the E E~ region.

Therefore, the electron beam component is not lost (before

the beam discharge).

From these considerations, the electron beam maximum

current I. will be limited by only a Brillouin-flow

T = / 4- C y
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where r, is the beam radius (cm), and B or V. is measuredb b

by gauss or electron volt.

Experimentally, we extract as an electron beam above

10% of the source discharge current I, in the high vacuum
— 4

side (,< 10 mmHg) with an energy spread 20% (at V,n = 400

V end B = 2 KG).
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APPENDIX II

Dynamic Discharge Operateon

The electron beam as described in this paper can be

produced by one power supply through a resistance load

discharge as shown in Fig.17 we call "Dynamic Discharge".

There, a relative extracting voltage V is automatically

applied to the source plasma by the source anode (A, and

A~) current I_ passing through the series resistance R.

That is, V_ = Rig- The beam energy and current are adjusted

by setting R and the source discharge current I,. If the

total extracted beam current I is given by I_ = al,

(usually, in our case, a = 0.15 -^0.3), we can determine

I = (1 - a) I, and V = R(l - a) I,. Then, the power supply

voltage V is determined by V = V, + V = V, + R(l - a)Id

where V, is the primary discharge voltage (J5 ̂  4 0 volt ,

experimentally).

When the pressure in the A-E, region increases, a secondary

dishcarge (discharge mode as described already) occurs if

V = RI is above the gas ionization potential. This
ill O

mechanism will be equal to an operative mechanism of the

well known TP-D plasma. That is, the author considers that

the floating electrode is earthed by an effective low

resistance AR through a narrow gap to the earthed anode.

Thus, initially, a primary dishcarge current I, flows (by-

passes) through this effective series resistance AR

between the itlode and the floating electrode. Next, by

this current load I-,AR, a secodary discharge starts between
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the anode and the floating electrode if the gas pressure

is higher. Obviously, I^AR must be higher than the helium

ionization potential (24.5 V). If the neutral gas pressure

between the anode and the floating electrode decreasas below

a critical value, the secondary discharge stops and the

resistance load voltage IJAR is applied to a diffusional

plasma flow from the primary discharge (cathoda) region.

Thus, an electron sheath mode as described already will

appear. It should be noted that the effective resistance

AR may depend on the local plasma density and may be

uncontrollable externally. If the distance between the

anode and the floating electrode increases and the floating

electrode is earthed through a fixed resistance R, the

demerit will be avoided.

In the TP-D plasma, the diffusional plasma density from

the primary discharge decreases abruptly through neutral

collisions along B because of the high pressure (> 0.2 mmHg)

operation. Therefore, the secondary discharge is essential

to obtain a high density plasma in the "test plasma region",

while the ionfzation rate decreases. Even if many floating

electrodes are used, these principles will be applied.
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